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Aktion Change of Command

Story by Fg Off Matt Scott
Photos Courtesy FOB Aktion

May to witness the official Change
of Command.

Invited guests, FOB personnel
and Component members all
gathered at FOB Aktion on a
warm and cloudless day on 25

Col Apostolos Kastoris, the current
Base Commander at Aktion, assumed
command of the FOB during a short
ceremony presided over by Brig Gen

Memorial Day
Story and photos by Christine Vincent
On Saturday, 26 May 2018, USA Girl
Scouts Overseas Triborder members
worked together with local Boy
Scouts, Dutch Scouts, and other
volunteers to prepare Netherlands
American Cemetery in Margraten for
the Memorial Day Ceremony.
In accordance with long-standing
tradition, both US and Dutch flags were
placed on each of the more than 8300
graves. The graves have all been ‘adopted’
by local Dutch families that visit and
bring flowers throughout the year.

Karsten Stoye, E-3A Component
Commander. Following this the members
of FOB Aktion had laid out a reception
in their dining area in which to
celebrate the occasion, Maj Gen Dawn M
Dunlop, NAEW&C Force Commander, gave
a few words at the reception to thank

the FOB personnel for their hard work
and dedication to the NAEW&C Force.

Many of the girls met these families,
took photos for them and helped
them place flags and flowers. They
had the opportunity to meet with the

US Ambassador to the Netherlands and
received flag pins from him in thanks.
The Triborder Girl Scouts are honored to
participate in caring for the cemetery.

All who attended were then treated to
a fantastic selection of home-cooked
Greek food before returning to GK
later that afternoon.
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With the Commander’s Corner, our NAEW&C Force Commander
and E-3A Commander give the opportunity to wing and squadron
commanders, and branch and division heads to share their
thoughts about current topics of interest to NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen. Every month a different writer will highlight a
specific topic concerning their respective discipline.
I would like to begin my last
‘Commanders Corner’ article by
thanking all of the personnel here
at NATO Air Base Geilenkirchen,
both military and civilian, for the
outstanding work that you have
achieved during my time here.
Something which I believe will
continue long after I have moved
on.
When I look back over the last
three years, I am constantly
reminded of the exemplary work
that you have done and what you
have achieved. Beginning with
‘Transition Day’, seeing the Force
Headquarters move to Geilenkirchen
from SHAPE and integrating it
within the operational environment
of the base, whilst also dealing with
a decrease in manpower, was not
easy. However, you have all worked
to make it as smooth a transition as
possible.
It is not just personnel which have
been condensed, we have also
retired 3 aircraft to Davis- Monthan
Air Force Base in Arizona; while
these reductions may have affected
our capabilities, we have not let
it affect the mindset in which we
approach our mission.
The Component and Force are
forever evolving and moving
forward and this can be reflected
in the modernization of our
aircraft fleet. We have successfully
converted 10 E-3As to full glass
cockpit with our CNS/ATM program,
significantly enhancing our
capabilities, one more effort that
we should be extremely proud of.
The remaining 4 aircraft will be
ready to fly by the end of this year.
Over my time as the Commander
of the NATO E-3A Component we
have been involved in supporting
a number of global operations.
Our involvement in the Counter
ISIL effort in the Middle East is a
significant achievement and one

that everyone should be proud to have
been a part of.
The support we have given to
Operations Active Endeavor and Sea
Guardian have not only helped deter
terrorism in, but also assisted with
securing, the Mediterranean Sea by
providing a comprehensive Recognized
Maritime Picture and Command and
Control to other NATO elements in the
region.
Despite all of this we have not rested
on our laurels, we have also been
actively involved in several high profile
exercises all around the globe; Red Flag
in Nevada and Alaska, Frisian Flag in
the Netherlands, Tiger Meets in Spain,
France and Poland and Formidable
Shield over the North Atlantic Ocean,
to name but a few; the latter of
which saw crews from GK positively
contributing to successfully proving
the Allied SMART DEFENSE concept.
This shows how valuable all of our hard
work is in helping to secure the skies.
I would like to remind everyone that
we have achieved all of this whilst
simultaneously making significant
infrastructure improvements;
improvements that enhance our
abilities and will assist with achieving
our mission. The refurbishment of
the Main and West Gates and the new
camera system will help secure and
protect all those who work and live
here at GK. In addition we have built a
new Fire Brigade building.
We have also completed plans to bring
two world-class simulators online to
help train our crews; these not only
allow us to gain maximum in-house
training but furthermore allow us
to create and tailor missions for
enhanced value.
The work we are doing to renovate
the taxiways will no doubt have a big
impact on our flying operations in
the years to come as will the work we
have undertaken on the Operations
Wing building.

HQ NAEW&C Force Commander
Maj. Gen. Dawn M. Dunlop
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Over the years we have commenced
numerous infrastructure projects, the
above a just are few. We are always
striving to improve our base and it
gives me a great sense of pride to see
these projects finalized successfully.
I would be remiss to not mention the
excellent work that our FOBs and FOL
do to help us achieve every success in
our operations; for this you have my
unyielding thanks.
FOB Konya has supported us greatly,
sustaining several crew rotations
and tail swaps whilst we have been
providing our assistance to the global
Counter ISIL missions and our Tailored
Assurance Measures to their own
country. Your support has been, and
will continue to be, invaluable.
FOB Trapani, it seems every time I visit
here you have accomplished a new
project that has not only improved
your set-up but also improved the
way and level in which you continue
to support the Force. I am grateful
to have visited you last month to
recognize this work, may it forever
continue.
FOB Aktion has recently had a change
of leadership, a ceremony I was most
pleased to be able to attend along
with the Force Command Commander,
thank you for always being extremely
hospitable and contributing
immeasurably to our success.
FOL Orland, I am always pleased to see
our Forward Operating Location being
chosen as a host and major supporting
element to large NATO Exercises, I
wish you well with the forthcoming
Exercise Trident Juncture. I am sure all
of the infrastructure projects you have
completed in the last few years will be
most beneficial for this.
While these recognitions go out over
a vast distance, I would also like to
draw your attention to the impeccable
relationship we have with both the
German and Dutch communities

in the local area. We have just
donated the takings from last
year’s Oktoberfest celebration to 14
different school and kindergarten
associations; an activity I was
thoroughly pleased to see take
place and one that reinforces the
support that we give to our local
area, allowing them to undertake
projects that otherwise would not
happen.
I have been fortunate enough to be
the Commander for several special
occasions and celebrations on base,
but I would like to mention one in
particular, the 35th Anniversary.
The hard work that went into the
planning really paid off and we
were able to put on a fantastic day
of festivity; for this and all of the
other times you have gone above
and beyond to make it work, you
have my deepest appreciation.
Finally I would like to mention
that, while we remain a highly
operational base, we also deal
with a high number of visits,
both high profile VIP and local
area visitor groups, every year.
Both are extremely important to
maintaining the good relationship
that we have cultivated with the
locality, this could not have been
possible without the hard work and
dedication of the entire base to
make it happen.
The fact that I have not been able
to mention everything that you
have achieved over the last three
years stands as a testament to the
dedication you have to ensuring
that you remain a highly effective
asset for NATO. Once again you have
my thanks, I wish you all the very
best for the future.

Brig. Gen. Karsten Stoye
E-3A Component Commander
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In Memoriam
Hubert Kohnen

In Memoriam
Orvile A. Howard

Shift Leader, Fire Crash Rescue Branch

Tool and Equipment Custodian,

We received the sad news of the
death of our colleague Hubert
Kohnen, who passed away on 20
May 2018, at the age of 57.

Logistics Wing

A few days beforehand, he had
unexpectedly suffered a major
stroke, from which, no recovery was
possible.
Hubert Kohnen joined the E-3A
Component on 01 December 1992
as a firefighter. After first working
as a Local Wage Rate staff member,
he became a NATO International
Civilian on 01 October 2003.
Over time, his experience and
leadership qualities enabled him to
take on more responsibilities. At

the time of
his passing,
he was working as a Chief Fireman/
Shift Leader at the NATO Fire Crash
Rescue Branch. Being a firefighter
played an important role in his life;
on and off base his knowledge and
motivation was appreciated.
He was an organisation and
planning specialist and will be
remembered as a dutiful person
always giving 100% and if possible,
even more.
Our thoughts are with his daughter
Laura and his partner Birgit. He
will be greatly missed by his family,
friends and colleagues.

Second edition of the
International Dog Biathlon
Saturday 9 June Geilenkirchen
Airbase hosted the second edition
of the International Dog Biathlon.
Again an interesting, as well as
an exciting course was prepared
including multiple obstacles and an
outdoor shooting challenge.

each other on different challenging
levels.

This event normally is only for
military and police dog handlers, but
this year was the first time there was
a civilian entry list, in all categories.
59 professional and private dog
handlers from, Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, Germany, USA, Lithuania,
proved their proficiency and skills
together with their dogs. The teams
had the opportunity to compete with

This kind of competition was certainly
not for the faint-hearted. It placed
enormous demands on the physical
endurance of the dogs and their
handlers.

Cat 1: Men with bite-dog,
Cat 2: Women with bite-dog,
Cat 3: Men/women with no-bite-dog,
Cat 4: Team performance only bite dogs.

There will be a new program of the
dog biathlon in Geilenkirchen in 2019.
This event will once again have a
civilian starting field.

It is with sadness that we heard the
news of the death of our colleague
Orville A. Howard, to most of us
known as “Skip”, on 12 June 2018,
at the age of 56. For a few months he
fought a serious illness, from which,
no recovery was possible.
Mr. Howard joined the E-3A
Component on 02 August 1995 as a
Life Support Technician. After first
working as a military member, he
became a NATO International Civilian
on 01 July 2001 and has been
working as a Tools and Equipment
Custodian ever since. Always very
positive and helpful, with a smile and
a “Hello” for everyone, Mr. Howard
was very popular and well liked
among colleagues.
Being a Component member for so
many years, Skip used his broad
expertise to support others even
beyond his area of responsibility. His
outstanding knowledge of the job
and true dedication made him a key
player in the Tools and Equipment
Management and eminently
respectable leading figure for all
newcomers.

Mr. Howard was an enthusiastic
person who was passionate not only
through his work but with the people
around him. His dedication and
commitment have been an integral
part of our mission success. This
earned the respect of his peers and
the love of his friends. Each of us
not only grieves at the passing of a
tremendous individual but also for the
loss his family suffers. He, his humor
and his knowledge of the job will be
truly missed.
Not only in his work environment,
but also in his private community
Skip showed great dedication and
contributed much to the success
and flourishing of the local Skat
Brotherhood and Carnival’s Club.
His son Phillip just finished his
graduate studies in December 2017
and instead of travelling the world
as he had planned on doing, he took
care of his father.
Just like Skip he is very caring and
for much more than that was Skip’s
biggest pride. Our thoughts are with
his son Phillip and his family.
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Recognising our Merirtorious
Service Medal Winners

Photo Melanie Becker
Story by Fg. Off. Alex Allsebrook
It is a fact that we have excellent
people who work alongside each
and every one of us here at
Geilenkirchen (GK), and this is
something that has been recognised
and stated by our Force Commander,
Major General Dunlop, and our
Component Commander, Brigadier
General Stoye. Some members of
our contingent here at GK have
gone above and beyond in their
duties and, we are proud to say,
have been awarded the Meritorious
Service Medal (MSM) for this. Less
than 50 MSM awards are given
each year, and each is accompanied
by a citation signed by the NATO
Secretary General. This award,
which can be given to military
and civilian staff alike, recognises
individuals who demonstrate
personal initiative and dedication
beyond their duties, making a
difference both to their colleagues
and to NATO as an organization.
On the 30 May 2018 we had the
opportunity to recognise two of
our awardees for Spring 2018: Col

Matthew Smith and Lt Col Frank Roth.
Unfortunately, Captain Tuncay Yunus
Erkec, our third MSM winner, had
returned to Turkey and as such could
not be recognised at the occasion.
As stated in his citation, Lieutenant
Colonel Roth’s innovation and
foresight has been instrumental during
the implementation of the largest
structural reorganization in NATO
history. Lt Col Roth systematically
coordinated a proposal garnering
NAC approval for the NAEW&C Force
preferred option for CIS Support
assuring critical communication
service and minimizing any
interruption in technical support to
the main operating base and four
forward operating bases while being
the most cost effective solution.
Through remarkable coordination
with Higher Headquarters, Lt Col
Roth expertly prevented any vacancy
of mission critical posts in the
Engineering, Maintenance, Mission
System Engineering, and Safety and
Quality Divisions allowing the NAEW&C
Force to maintain and sustain a
heavily tasked AWACS fleet and safely

execute all assigned NATO missions.
Within Colonel Smith’s citation it
states that his dedicated leadership
and initiative was the catalyst for
crafting innovative solutions and
managing complex programs during
the highly challenging, intricate
realignment and stand-up of the
International Military Headquarters
at Geilenkirchen. Through Colonel
Smith’s sharp vision, he led the
ground-breaking establishment of
an inventive requirements process
aligning all echelons and headquarters
procedures within a reorganized
command structure to reflect a
singular, well-articulated and inclusive
$262M process.
Lastly, Captain Erkec became the
acting commander at FOB Konya from
August to October 2016 ensuring the
successful operation of FOB Konya,
and displayed all the hallmarks of
seasoned commander demonstrating
the highest level of dedication,
efficiency and personal sacrifice.
Despite a manning shortfall of up
to 50 percent, he displayed strong
leadership and provided clear direction
and guidance enabling his team to

support 80 deployed E-3A members
and up to two E-3A aircraft, and to
sustain the operational tempo at
the NAEW&C Force’s most active FOB.
His proactive engagement directly
contributed to the 100% success rate
for missions flown from FOB Konya,
including the NAG-directed Tailored
Assurance Measures for Turkey, and
the initial sortie generation for NATO’s
support of C-ISIL operations.
Col Smith and Lt Col Roth were
formally presented their awards in
front of friends, colleagues and family
members in a small ceremony at the
E-3A Club on 30 May. The awards were
presented by the Force Commander,
who spoke in detail about the
personal contributions that they have
given to GK during their time here.
The afternoon then finished in a ‘First
Thursday Style’ event with free food
and was enjoyed by all who attended.
Congratulations once again to Col
Smith and Lt Col Roth, and our thanks
to the Food and Services Branch, and
those working in the E-3A Club for
putting on a lovely afternoon and, of
course, to all who came along to share
in the celebration.
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Mr. Richard Landolt,
U.S. Mission to NATO Secretary of Defence
Representative
17 May 2018

Mr. Richard Landolt, the U.S.
Mission to NATO Secretary of
Defence Representative, visited
NATO Air Base Geilenkirchen,
Germany on 17 May 2018. During

the visit, he met with senior Force and
Component leadership to discuss E-3A
operations and modernization efforts,
as well as the future of Coalition Air
Command and Control.

Deputy Permanent
Representatives Committee
18 May 2018

It is not every day that NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen has the opportunity
to have the Deputy permanent
Representative Committee (DPRC)
visit us, but on 18 May 2018 just
such an event occurred. The DPRC
are second only to the North Atlantic
Council (NAC) and deal with crosscutting issues in NATO HQ ranging
from strategic and political oversight

of areas, such as HR policy and
the new Headquarters, to full
committee reform. Their visit
encapsulated many areas of our
base, to include briefs on the
overview of our Force and the
future of Air C2, they also had
tours of both our Mission Training
facilities and, the E-3A Aircraft.

General Markus Kneip,

Air Marshal Stuart Atha,

4 June 2018

5 June 2018

General Kneip, Chief of Staff
(COS) SHAPE, Belgium, visited
Geilenkirchen on 4 June 2018.
General Kneip was briefed by the
Force Commander and Deputy Force

On 5 June 2018 NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen (GK) had the pleasure
of hosting Air Marshal (AM) Atha,
Deputy Commander Operations of
the UK’s Royal Air Force. The aims of
AM Atha’s visit were twofold: firstly,
to discuss with our base leadership
developments at GK from both a NATO
and UK National perspective and
secondly, to see the fine work that the

Chief of Staff SHAPE

Commander on what we do here at GK,
the furure of Air C2, Mission Training
Facility which included DTOC and ESM
database, and, a tour of the E-3A
Aircraft.

Deputy Commander Operations Royal Air Force

personnel here at GK get up to on
a day to day basis. The discussions
included the future of Coalition
Command and Control and speaking
to a selection of RAF personnel
from both GK and JFC Brunssum
where discussions were had on the
future of the Royal Air Force (RAF)
and the RAF’s ‘main moments’.
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Red Flag Alaska
In late April, NATO personnel from
Flying Squadron 2 journeyed over
4000 miles to Eielson Air Force
Base to participate in Exercise RED
FLAG ALASKA,; a ten-day HQ PACAF
sponsored combat training exercise
designed to provide aircrew training
in a highly realistic simulated
combat environment.
Maj. Gary Axley, E-3A Deployment
Commander for RFA said:; “Red Flag
Alaska provides the perfect venue
for our Component. tTo sharpen our
ability to provide Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR) with
a ready and responsive AEW, battle
management, and C2 capability,
because the eExercise provides the
opportunity to execute NATO AWACS
core competencies in a dynamic,
combat realistic environment with
the benefit of planning and debriefing
with mMulti-national joint partners.”
However, Flying Squadron 2’s Red Flag
Alaska journey began much earlier
than 30 April; for two weeks prior
to deploying, the crews had been
working tirelessly studying exercise
Special Instructions, developing

crew contracts, and building
challenging scenarios for use in
the MOB simulators. Utilizing GK’s
state-of-the-art Distributed Training
Operations Centre (DTOC), capability,
the Squadron was able to ‘fly’ multiple
missions in the Joint Pacific Alaskan
Range Complex airspace, gaining
invaluable familiarity, before they
even left GK.
Usually this exercise would see our
crews and aircraft based out ofat
Elmendorf Air Force Base, a little
further to the south near Anchorage,
alongside US E-3 aircraft. However,
this time was a little different with
the GK personnel and jet being based
atout of Eielson with the fighter
aircraft they were controlling. This
gave a unique opportunity to get fully
integrated into mission planning with
these assets, something that is not
possible when flying from Elmendorf
AFB, AK, and provided an enhanced
learning experience.
Another unique occasion that this
exercise gave the crew was the chance
to practice a flying maneuver called
retrograde; The ‘Retrograde’ is the act
of turning the E-3A by the fastest

means away from an identified threat
to maintain a position beyond enemy
weapons release range. Retrogrades
are practiced in the mission simulator
here at GK, however; on this occasion
it gave the flight deck and mission
crew the opportunity to practice
the movement in a realistic combat
environment by actually departing the
assigned orbit and repositioning the
aircraft because of untargeted threats.

commander seven times over the
course of the ten-day exercise. Other
C2 elements included two US E-3s,
virtual J-STARS and Control and
Reporting Centres. Also, Fighter
Allocator Maj James Wilkinson was
designated the overall mission
commander for day 8 of the exercise,
onin which he directed 18 fighter
and attack aircraft during a simulated
strike mission.

Red Flag Alaska 18-1 presented the
opportunity to demonstrateshow off
NATO AWACS’ interoperability. Over
the course of the exercise, mission
crew were able to provide surveillance
tracks to the controlled fighter
aircraft and also send and receive
‘free text’ messages for the relaying of
information; all of this was achieved
through the use of Link 16.
One of the more exciting moments
that using the Link 16 system brought
for the Squadron came when they
were able to control a US B-52 that
flew from Anderson AFB, Guam to
the JPARC airspace to deliver its
payload on 12 simulated enemy
positions. The E-3A was able to stay
on station and support the bomber
during a simulated dynamic targeting
engagement.

Maj Axley attributed the success to
mission preparation. “We spent a
lot of time together in the simulator
and the mission planning rooms
continuously preparing ourselves so
one day 1 of the exercise we would
be ready to execute. We deployed
two international crews representing
13 nations to Alaska, and they were
very successful throughout the
exercise in providing Command and
Control, Surveillance, Tactical Battle
Management, and Weapons Control
in support of the Deployed Forces
Commander’s Intent and mission
objectives.

The E-3A was clearly a standout
performer in Alaska, being the
Command and Control (C2) package

We couldn’t have done this without
the outstanding support we received
from Log Wing and Support Wing
Personnel. I’m thoroughly impressed
with the professionalism and expertise
of all of our Component members that
deployed to Alaska to support this
Eexercise.”

Tri-Border
Independence
Day
Celebration
The Tri-Border Independence
Day Celebration takes place at
10 Borgerweg Schinnen, The
Netherlands, on Wednesday 4
July 2018 from 4:00 p.m. to
midnight. There is live music,
bouncy things, food, drinks, and
more! Of course, the evening
ends with a spectacular Fireworks
Show!
All U.S. and NATO ID Card holders
including their families are cordially
invited to attend! ID card holders
are also allowed to bring non-ID
card holder guests in your own car.
Non-ID card holder guests must
bring their passport and must
depart Schinnen when their sponsor
leaves. No pets, coolers or picnic
baskets are allowed. All fees are
in Euro. For more information on
the festivities, contact US-MWR at
+49(0)2451-637219. Come out and
have some fun!
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

ROADCRAFT guarantee you the lowest price
ROADCRAFT guarantee the highest level of service
ROADCRAFT deliver to your Military Base
ROADCRAFT have over 30 years experience selling to Military/Diplomats
ROADCRAFT provide 24/7 LIFETIME SUPPORT- Unique in car sales
ROADCRAFT do not believe in pressure selling.
We value and respect our customers!

OVER 20%
savings OFF
Tax-Free prices
www.MilitaryTaxfreeCars.com / ceo@MilitaryTaxFreeCars.com
direct lines: 0031 646855537

The New Discovery Sport combines
Design excellence, engineering integrity and exceptional
versatility to create a PEMIUM COMPACT SUV.

Jaguar XE from:
£ 19,067.00*
Discovery Sport from: £ 23,035.00*
*RHD, LHD prices per individual quotation

Jaguar XE
So Distinctive, So Instinctive, So Alive

Jaguar Land Rover offer direct factory prices to all NATO serving personnel through the TDMS
service.
We offer LHD vehicles built specifically to your country specifications.
To obtain further information, please contact our dedicated military sales team.
The only authorised supplier of Jaguar Land Rover cars to HM forces.
Peter Thomas
Jaguar Land Rover NATO Sales
Lilienthalallee 100
BLDG 81 ROOM 25
52511 Geilenkirchen
+49 2451 634060
+49 2451 9154232
Mobile +31652303151
E-Mail elmpttaxfree@t-online.de or pete.thomas@grantandgreen..de
Web www. grantandgreen.de
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In the
Spotlight
Mrs Wenda Berentsen
Project Coordinator/Staff Assistant FHR
28 years at GK

Story by Fg Off Matt Scott
Photo by Melanie Becker
There are few people who can say they have played a part in the goings-on
of the base here at Geilenkirchen for nearly three decades; one of those is
Wenda Berentsen.
“Since the reduction of so many personnel after the reorganization, I have
become one of the few remaining civilians who provide the continuity for the
base and its newer members”, Berentsen said. “For 25 years I worked within
the Training Wing, 19 years of which I was in the Simulator Operations
division (TWSO) and since November 2015 I have been permanently assigned
to the Force Headquarters Requirements Division (FHR).”
Wenda not only manages the schedule for the FHR Division Chief, who also
happens to be the US SNR, but is primarily the project coordinator and
budget manager for the Force Requirements Division. “This entails meeting
the administrative needs of the 16 members of FHR while fulfilling my
duties as Fund Manager for four main HQ budget lines, as well as FHR inhouse budgets. These budgets run into the hundreds of thousands, and need
constant monitoring and daily administration.”

Norwegian Constitution Day
Story and photo by Carl W. Wilhelmsen
Norwegian Constitution Day is the national day of Norway and is an official
public holiday in Norway observed on May 17th every year. Among Norwegians,
the day is referred to simply
ass “syttende mai” (lit.
“seventeenth May”). May 17th
is essentially “eat whatever
you want” day. So, ice cream,
waffles, hot dogs and other fast
foods are available and are on
the menu all day. Who wants
to count calories during the
nation’s biggest celebration? For
many Norwegians, seventeenth
May is even bigger than

However, it is not just FHR that Wenda assists, working with these budgets
means liaising with various other Headquarter elements. “Every day I
receive approval requests from personnel, and interact with them to answer
questions or to request further justification before approval”, speaking about
the Headquarters equipment and supply budget.
Despite the trials and tribulations that arise by moving from Component to
Force, and being thrown into the deep end in a division where you have no
experience, Berentsen enjoys being a part of the FHR team, a division she
describes as being on “the front line” and finds it “wonderful” to belong to
a group. She also says that the varied nature of the job keeps it interesting,
even if it has a heavy workload. “No two days are the same, but are always
fast-paced.” Berentsen credits her 32 years as a NATO International Civilian
Administrator as the reason why she is able to deal these varied challenges
so ably.
“I have been part of the Component/Headquarters for just shy of three
decades. I have seen it advance in technology, in the support it has provided
to the Nations, and the roles it has played during major world events. I am
proud to have been a part of the journey so far, and hope to remain so for a
few more years yet.”

Christmas. They dress up in traditional and colourful dresses with pattern
traditional to their home province. A noteworthy aspect of the Norwegian
Constitution Day is the children’s parades where an abundance of flags form the
central element
of the celebration
with marching
bands in front.
The holiday is
celebrated all over
the country in
small settlements,
larger towns and
cities. This is also
the reason why it is
celebrated abroad
by Norwegians all
over the world, also
in Geilenkirchen.
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Spangdahlem Large Force Exercise
gain a more thorough understanding
of the mission and the Commanders
Intent.
During this phase, AWACS Weapon
Controllers (WCs) get the opportunity
to take part in face-to-face mission
planning with the pilots of the aircraft
they will be controlling; something
that does not usually occur.
However the exercise is not just
about the Weapons Section. The time
spent at Spangdahlem also allows
the Surveillance Section and Crew
Leadership the opportunity to develop
and implement an identification plan
which will aid the E-3A in providing
a Common Operating Picture to the
fighters in their Area of Operation.
On day two, the mission is executed
and gives the crew a chance to work
with US, Belgian and Dutch F-16s,
German Eurofighters, French Mirages
and US KC-135 aircraft.
Story by Fg Off Matt Scott
Photos Courtesy Spangdahlem AFB
Each month one of the flying
Squadrons from GK attends a Large

Force Exercise (LFE) at Spangdahlem
Air Force Base (AFB). These
exercises are an opportunity to
build relationships amongst NATO
allies and to ensure interoperability

Vacancy Announcement
CommCenter Operator, Advertisement Numbers 18023+18024, Grade LWR,
assigned to the Network & Transmission Support Branch, Base Support Wing,
HQ NAEW&C Force GK. These posts are due to be filled as soon as possible.
CLOSING DATE: 26 July 2018
Branch Head (Finance & Accounting), Advertisement Number 180364,
Grade A-3, assigned to the Finance & Accounting Branch, Finance Division,
HQ NAEW&C Force GK. This post is due to be filled as soon as possible, after
01 October 2018.
CLOSING DATE: 25 July 2018
Branch Head (Budget & Disbursing), Advertisement Number 180365,
Grade A-4, assigned to the Budget & Disbursing Branch, Finance Division,
HQ NAEW&C Force GK. This post is due to be filled as soon as possible.
CLOSING DATE: 25 July 2018
Branch Head (Advisor, Policy and Quality Management), Advertisement
Number 180544,
Grade A-3, assigned to the Quality Management Branch, Operational
Airworthiness, Safety & Quality Division, HQ NAEW&C Force GK. This post is
due to be filled as soon as possible, after 28 February 2018.
CLOSING DATE: 17 August 2018
For further details, please visit the HQ NAEW&C FORCE GK (WSS) Portal
under HEADQUARTERS NAEW&C FORCE/Personnel and Manpower Division/
Civilian Personnel Branch/CPB Recruitment/Recruitment, the official HQ
NAEW&C FORCE GK Internet Home Page (www.awacs.nato.int), or review the
advertisement posted in Building 8.
NOTE: Only applications of qualified personnel will be considered.

amongst the different weapons
systems from across the alliance.
Including this month, there have been
five such iterations of the LFE and
thus far crews have been exposed to
a variety of mission sets including:
Defensive Counter Air, Offensive
Counter Air, Air Interdiction, and
Suppression of Enemy Air Defences.
The initial idea for these exercises
was developed by the Weapons and
Tactics, and Wing Intelligence offices
at the 52nd Fighter Wing (FW) at
Spangdahlem AFB.
Capt Michael Digirolamo, Chief,
Operations Wing Tactics department
had this to say about the invitation to
take part: “When they reached out to
me I was really looking forward to this
opportunity. I contacted some of the
fighter units within NATO to get some
added participation.”
The scenarios and supporting
documents such as the Air Operations
Directive, Air Tasking Order, and
Enemy Orders of Battle are designed
and developed by the 52nd FW.
They are also responsible for the
promulgation of the enemy Most
Likely Course of Action and Most
Dangerous Course of Action; these
help the mission crews with their
planning and also ensure that the
Commander’s Acceptable Level of Risk
is not exceeded.
The exercise itself only lasts two
days; day one is spent in the Mission
Planning Cell, allowing the crews to

“We always say that integration will
be easy until we actually have to do
it, these missions have allowed our
crews to solidify some best practices
for integration”, Digirolamo said on
the E-3As ability to assimilate into the
exercise.
Once the mission has been executed,
crews receive a comprehensive debrief
based on the outcome of the mission.
These sessions are just as valuable
as the planning and execution
themselves; it allows the crew to
identify lessons learned and how to
prepare themselves to improve their
performance in the future, both on
exercises and operations.
An additional advantage that the
LFE brings is that both Sqn 1 and
Sqn 2 rotate their attendance; this
means more individuals are receiving
the benefit of exposure to unique
exercises more regularly. This is in
comparison to traditional exercises,
where one or two crews will deploy for
a set time once a year.
“I am thrilled that the Component
and the Operations Wing have made
these missions a priority. The type
of training that our crews get is
invaluable. All in all, these missions
allow the E-3A Component the
opportunity to train and flex some
muscles that will help the Force to
deliver ready, responsive Airborne
Early Warning, Battle Management and
Command and Control”, Digirolamo
said on the importance of this type of
training.
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Commemorating ‘The Joker’
Story by Lt. Col. Eric Tramel and
Isabelle Engels
Photo by Dennis Owens
On Saturday, 12 May 2018, members
of the American Legion “Margraten”
Post NL01, USAF Airmen from
JFC Brunssum, NATO Air Base
Geilenkirchen and NATO Civilian
Isabelle Engels, attended the
Memorial Ceremony at Bérismenil,
Belgium (La Roche-en-Ardenne).
They commemorated the 10-man crew
of the B-17 Flying Fortress, nicknamed
‘The Joker’ which crashed on 13 April
1944. The Joker was based in England
as part of the 384th Bomb Group,
545th Squadron.
Its mission on that fateful day was the
ball-bearing production in Schweinfurt,
Germany. The Luftwaffe attacked the
formation twice during the raid; its top
turret gunner, SSgt James H. Young,
sadly being killed during the second
attack. The aircraft sustained heavy
damage, and though still airworthy,
could not reach England. Upon
reaching Belgium, the crew decided
to bail out as their chances of escape
and evasion were far greater. All crew
survived the jump, however despite
assistance from the local population,
seven airmen became POWs. Two of the
crew, however, succeeded in reaching
Switzerland. All survived the war.

During the course of the ceremony,
flowers were laid at the local WWI
and WWII monuments. The procession
then traveled to the B-17 monument
and crash site, where Lt Col Tramel
recounted the story of the crew.
Additionally, he offered special thanks
to the Belgian citizens and members

of the resistance who assisted the
American airmen; two messages from
the crews’ families were also read.
This Memorial Day was different from
the past one as Sylvain Colla, the last
eye witness, left us in May 2017. As
the former president of France, Mr

Nicolas Sarkozy, remarked during the
tribute to the last soldier from Word
War I: “WWI is no longer stories, it
is now history.” In a similar vein,
The Joker is no longer a story; it has
quietly passed on to history and it is
now up to us to maintain its memory.

Component Members participate
at Heinsberg Triathlon
Story and photo by OR-7 Andreas Doll
A total of 34 component members
participated in the 11th annual
Volks- und Jugendtriathlon also
known as “TriLAGOn 2018” on
June 17. Two hundred and ten
athletes participated in the event,
which took place on Lago Laprello
in Heinsberg.
33 members from GK were split into
eleven teams to take part in the
relay triathlon. Each team needed
to complete a 500-meter swim,
21.2 kilometers of bicycling and a
5.7-kilometer run.
The team “AWACS GK – Flight Deck”
with A-2 Patrick Desmet, Francesco
Romangnoli from CAE and OF3 Ivan
Baldacci finished the race in an

unexpected third positon.
Also one Component
member OF-2 Francisco
Granda participated as a
single racer and had to
do all three disciplines by
himself.
All starters enjoyed the
great team spirit and are
happy to finish their part
and are looking ahead to
next year’s competition,
which takes place in June,
2019.
If you want to be part in
that completion get in
contact with OR-7 Andreas
Doll.
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(Open to all US and NATO identification card holders)

JUNE
July

Visit the Services Branch WSS Web Page for the latest program information and upcoming events
POC: IYA Events: Mrs Neuhalfen, ext. 6033; Sports Events: Mr Henrichs, ext. 6060; Food Services: Mr Peeters, ext. 6023
IYA Summer Break Program for children of all nationalities aged 5 and
older: 25 June to 17 August, Monday to Friday, 0745 to 1745. Enjoy fun games,
exciting contests, swimming, field trips, arts & crafts, sports & hikes, free play,
special projects, movies and much more.
Rate for Monday/Tuesday/Thursday/Friday-package: € 65. Daily rate: € 17,
Friday only: € 20 incl. lunch. All fees include entrance to the swimming pool
each day, and lunch on Friday.
Further information and registration at the IYA Office in Bldg. 95, x 6033 or
0049 2451 63 6033.

B.w.E. Meditation and B.w.E. Massage
by Mrs. Henny Jansen, certified Massage and Complementary Health Care
Therapist with 20 years of experience, at Building 141, Room 125.
Meditation: Mondays, 1715 – 1815, no cost. Breathing technique is combined
with rhythm and different movement styles. Some elements have an oriental
character – cobra style. The goal is to pursue increased awareness through
tranquility. A new balance will be established to bring you back to your center.
Further information and registration at the IYA Office in Bldg. 95, x 6033 or
0049 2451 63 6033.

IYA Summer Break Trips on Wednesdays for children of all nationalities
aged 5 and older:

Massage Therapy: designed to improve physical condition and emotional
control, decreasing stress and tension, and improving physical flexibility, agility
and inner peace. Cost is € 27,50 for 30 minutes, including selection of aromatic
oils.

DUISBURG ZOO, big zoo with dolphin show, 27 June, 0845 to 1730, €17,
BOKRIJK, open air museum and huge playground, 4 July, 0845 to 1730, € 17,
XANTEN Archaeological Park, open air museum and huge playground, 11 July,
0815 to 1730, € 17,
MOVIE PARK GERMANY, big amusement park, 18 July, 0815 to 1730, € 23,
ZOOM, big modern zoo with playgrounds and attractions, 25 July, 0815 to 1730,
€ 17,
DE EFTELING, big amusement park, 1 Aug, 0815 to 1730, € 24,
WALIBI, big amusement park, 8 Aug, 0800 to 1730, € 27,
BEEKSE BERGEN Safari Park, 15 August, 0815 to 1730, € 23.
Children aged 5 and up can be dropped off from 0745. Chaperones go free.
Parents with children of all ages and individual guests are welcome to join IYA
field trips for a fun day out with your family and/or your friends. Inquire at the
IYA Office about individual rates.
Further information and registration at the IYA Office in Bldg. 95, x 6033 or
0049 2451 63 6033.

Registration and further information: contact Ms. Henny Jansen at 0031
683446955 (call or sms), balance-with-energy@hotmail.com, or contact the IYA
Office at x 6033, 0049 2451 63 6033.
11 Jul: BBQ Lunch at the Rotodome
27 Jul: Bavarian Breakfast
		
at the Rotodome

WE FOCUS ON CARS.
The Audi specialists in the Tri-Border region.

Karl-Heinz Purrio

Gerd Caron

Location manager Audi
Fon (02451) 9870-38
karl-heinz.purrio@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-25
gerd.caron@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Pascal Schüren

Alexander Sieprath

Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-594
pascal.schueren@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Sales consultant
Fon (02451) 9870-26
alexander.sieprath@
jacobs-gruppe.de

Visit us at Jacobs Automobile Geilenkirchen, Landstraße 48+50 in 52511 Geilenkirchen.

We are looking forward to your visit!
Audi Zentrum Aachen • Jacobs Automobile GmbH
Landstraße 48 + 50 · 52511 Geilenkirchen
Fon (02451) 98 700 · Fax (02451) 6 67 88
info@jacobs-geilenkirchen.de

Automobile Geilenkirchen

Gielen Sfeer Interieur
Furniture and Decoration

Suzanne Gielen

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
We accept VAT-papers

www.gielen-sfeerinterieur.com
Open:
Monday - Friday 1000-1800 hrs
Saturday - Sunday 1000-1700 hrs

Maastrichtersteenweg 138

3770 Vroenhoven-Riemst

Belgium

Phone +32 (012) 452483

come
visit us!

BUILDING

available

Business Mobil M

5 gb

Highspeed-Volumen mtl.
Flat mobile calls
in all German networks
Surf flat with LTE Max
Smartphone
new: BusinessPlus
+ One Number
+ Business VoiceMail
+ Business Service
+ Data Flex Option

P 20 lite
available in black

1
€
in the tariff Business Mobil M

only

45,57 €

1

brutto mtl.

stream on music
Stream music on the go
without consumption of
data volume

with smartphone 1

air base - building 81
phone number: 0 24 51 / 482 32 93
1) Find out more at our store.

